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Cryo electron microscopy (cryo EM) has proven to be an effective technique to gather low
resolution information of macromolecular structures. Methods like X-ray crystallography and
NMR spectroscopy on the other hand supply atomic detail structures but tend to fail in the inves-
tigation of large specimen. We present a method for elucidating macromolecular structures by
combining atomic detail structures of subunits with overall shape information gathered by cryo
EM – a problem for which only few computational methods have been published so far. In our
approach atomic detail structures are reduced to a set of spheres by computational methods like
gift-wrapping and Delaunay triangulation. These describing spheres are then matched to a hard
sphere-filtered cryo EM map employing pose clustering, a technique adapted from computer
vision. Tests were performed using experimental and simulated cryo EM maps. Calculations
yield results within 3.5 A˚ rmsd accuracy or better in a runtime of less than 5 minutes.
1 Introduction
Cryo electron microscopy is as a powerful imaging technique for the elucidation of macro-
molecular structures. The resolution of the resulting density maps, however, does not
allow for atomic detail interpretation. For this task methods like X-ray crystallography
and NMR spectroscopy are more suited, while they also tend to fail in the investigation of
large specimen. Combining atomic detail structures of subunits with cryo EM is a viable
method for determining macromolecular structures. We developed a fast and accurate tool
incorporating information from different sources for the computational reconstruction of
macromolecular assemblies (CRoMA).
All published methods for this problem except one rely on a sequential scan of the
six dimensional degrees of freedom given by rotation and translation of the two objects
relative to each other. Only one published approach utilizes topology representing neural
networks. Three approaches for a scoring function can be found in literature. One is to
calculate a synthetic cryo EM map of the atomic structure at the desired resolution and
to determine the cross correlation of the two maps. Another approach utilizes laplacian
filtered maps yielding a score reflecting the overlap of borders. A third scoring function
uses trilinear interpolation for each atom.1, 2
2 Method
The atomic detail structure as well as the map are preprocessed yielding descriptors con-
sisting of spheres of different radii. These descriptors are utilized to determine favourable
placements by a technique adapted from computer vision.
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Figure 1. Atomic detail structure and ribbon model of a monomer of the thermosome from T. Acidophilium
(PDB accesion code 1A6D) together with the implemented sphere-descriptor
The goal of the descriptor for structures given with atomic resolution is to determine
few large spheres describing the shape of the structure in decent detail. Therefore all
surface atoms of the structure are determined using a gift-wrapping algorithm. For the set
of surface atoms the three-dimensional Delaunay triangulation is computed. An essential
property of this triangulation is that each tetrahedron’s circumsphere does not contain any
other surface atom, i. e. also the largest spheres inside the structure are contained in this set
of spheres. All circumspheres outside the structure are discarded while a subselection of
spheres describing the interior of the structure is chosen employing a set cover algorithm.
An example of a descriptor can be found in Figure 1. The cryo EM map descriptor is
constructed by filtering with isodense spheres of different radii. The radii for filtering are
chosen according to the size of the spheres found as structure descriptor.
For calculating the placement of the high resolution structure in the low resolution
density map, pose clustering3 – a powerful method from pattern recognition – is used.
Triangles between centers of characteristic spheres in the structure-descriptor are used to
query a database of triangles build up by selected voxels of the filtered map. The pose
clustering algorithm then proposes positions in which the three structure spheres generating
the triangle coincide with map spheres of similar radius.
All proposed placements are subject to a quick scoring function which utilizes the
sphere representation of structure and map. A certain amount of proposed placements is
then retained and scored according to a fine-grained scoring function based on trilinear in-
terpolation. The resulting placements can be clustered given a user defined rmsd threshold.
3 Results
A first test was performed by docking monomers taken from the molecular complex GroEL
deposited in the PDB with accession code 1OEL to map 1081 taken from the EM-Search
database4. The rmsd between the calculated and the correct position was 1.7 A˚ and the
computing time was less than four minutes.
Further tests were conducted on simulated maps using various structures. The result of
docking structures to urate oxidase (2FUB) is shown in Figure 2. Within ten minutes run-
time placements with 3.4 A˚ rmsd to the original placement were found. Another example
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Human c-reactive protein (1B09) Urate oxidase (2FUB)
Figure 2. Solution structures
is docking monomers to a map generated from human c-reactive protein (1B09). Here a
rmsd of 2.3 A˚ was achieved in a runtime below one minute. The resulting placements for
the latter two examples can be found in Figure 2.
4 Perspectives
Besides the success in several cases, the algorithm fails in a few docking scenarios. This
is the case, if the molecular mass of the structure to be docked makes up only a very
small fraction of the overall mass. Further improvements to the scoring function will help
tackling these cases. Although not yet fully developed, first applications of this approach
suggest that the algorithm is going to be highly efficient and effective.
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